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Connect the dots meaning

(Cambridge Business English Dictionary © the definition of connect-the-dots from Cambridge University Press) puzzle dot to dot redirects here. See dot to dot festival for the annual music festival. For other uses, see Connect dots (opacity). Connect a partially solved dots puzzle. Connect the dots (also

known as connect-the-dots, dot to dots, or joining dots) is a form of puzzle that has a sequence of a handful of dots. [1] When the line connecting the dots is drawn, the outline of an object appears. The puzzle often contains simple line art to help enhance the image created or enunciate a complex section
of the image. Connect dots puzzles are usually created for kids. The use of numbers can be replaced with letters or other symbols. Versions for older solvers often have additional solution steps to discover orders, such as those used in puzzles[2] and the connect-the-dots crossword invented by Liz
Gorsky. [3] Other uses of the word in adult discourse the dots connect phrase can be used as a metaphor for explaining the ability (or inability) to associate one idea with another to find the big picture or main feature in the mass of data. [4] Connecting the dots drawing technology of GPS drawing involves
recording an artist's GPS data at certain points only along the route. This can give the image the appearance of a dot to the dot puzzle as most lines don't matter directly from the geography of the area. Reuven Feuerstein features connections of dots as the first tool in his cognitive development program.
[Citation needed] The travel seller asks the problem which numbers assign a set of digits to reduce the length of the drawing. See also Constellation Trail Making Test DCO Reference ^ DOT (Definition) OED^DeVincentis, Joe. Connect the dots. MIT Mystery Hunt Puzzle Index. Retrieved on October 31,
2020. ^ Gludeman, Nikki. The people we love: Elizabeth Gorsky: The New York Times Crossword Creator. Ravishali. Retrieved on October 31, 2020. ^ Manville, Brook (October 10, 2015). Network leaders connect dots to innovate. Forbes. Retrieved on 5th December 2016. obtained from conspiracy
theorists are now trying to connect the dots surrounding tight-lipped locals. So I went about the business of trying to connect the dots, unlike Handel, Shakespeare never leaves it for us to connect the dots. Connect the dots to a white paint pen to form the constellations. -0-Connect the dots and wonder
how long the situation boils. Stopping in mid-sentence to connect the dots to everyone, Torrance said. You connect the dots and all of it, then you send it, allow us to connect the dots and is done. Summer connects to the dots and shows that Gant is her father. To add dots, first you need more than one
dot Connect the dots in one sentence to look hard. You don't need to connect the dots when the children are involved. User: GeneralManDraperEr can be the one that connects the dots. There is only circumstantial evidence about the bond, but connect the dots. It is not difficult to add dots between these
two scenes. It's a good way to connect the dots, he said. The dots do not connect because it is not entirely about Jesus. At Yankee Stadium, it's not impossible to add dots. Huggens was able to connect the dots, Gingrich said. Canadian lawyers add dots to draw an interesting picture. We're trying to
connect the dots between the major players in the business world, connect the dots and join the dots which are the idioms used in the twentieth century. A phrase is a word, a group of words or phrases that have a figurative meaning that is easily nothing short of its literal definition. Common idioms are
words and phrases used in the English language in order to express a brief idea, and are often considered spoken or informal or conversational. English idioms can portray the spirit more quickly than a phrase which literally means, even when the origination or origin of the idioular expression is lost. Many
English as a second-language students don't understand idiom expressions such as a creek without a paddle, don't count your chickens, barking wrong trees and pieces of cake, as they attempt to translate them to word, which yields only literal meaning. In addition to learning vocabulary and grammar,
you should understand the figurative language of idiomatic phrases to learn English like a native speaker. We will connect dots to check the meaning of phrases and join some examples of the dots where they came from and their use in sentences. Connect the dots and join the dots means putting
together different facts and ideas to see the whole picture or to understand something globally. When someone connects the dots, it collects all the data available to arrive at a conclusion. Idioms are phrases taken from a kind of puzzle invented sometime around the turn of the twentieth century twentieth
century, connected the dots and included in the dots. In connect-the-dots puzzles or join-the-dots puzzles, different numbered dots are arranged across the page in a seemingly random fashion. However, a drawing appears when the participant connects the dots. This is a suitable metaphor for looking at
the whole picture as long as someone appropriately connects all the points. If one misses a dot, the picture will not emerge in its entirety. Connect-the-Dots puzzles are especially popular with kids, as it helps teach them to count. Dots Connect is primarily the American version of idioms, and joining the
dots is primarily the British form of idiom. Note that when as an adjective Done a before first Game means, conditions are often hyphenated as in connect-dots and join-dots. Related conditions combine dots, connect dots, connect dots. Examples great leaders also connect the dots and help people see
the bigger picture about how no single piece of information relates to their work purpose and company goals. (Forbes Magazine) Given that these unions are b. C's construction constitutes only 15 percent of the workforce, making it easier to connect the dots. (Journal of Commerce) I joined staff at the
Base Center for Resilient Communities in October to advance work connecting the dots between farms, food and health. (Traverse City Record Eagles) joined the Bowden Dots and correctly identified the White Sox as a team with plenty of money and plenty of top prospects in the pipeline. Also found in
addition (Chicago Daily Herald): Dictionary, Wikipedia. 1. Literally, to draw a line between the dots, often as part of children's activity to create an example or design. Kids connecting the dots and making beautiful pictures for us are having fun. 2 । To understand something by associating hints or other bits
of information together. Once I started connecting the dots, I realized that, if they hadn't called me by now, I probably wasn't getting the job done. Farlex dictionary of idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc., reserve all rights. (British English includes (above) to get or show the relationship between different things: it's
not hard to connect the dots between crime and poverty. ▶ Connect-the-2017 AIDJ.: A Connect-the-Dots Articlefarlex Partner Idiom Dictionary © Farlex 2017 1. Add between a seemingly random arrangement of numbered dots to draw lines in order to produce a picture or design.2. Drawing logical
conclusions linking objects of information to reveal something already hidden or unknown. American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights
reserved. SEE ALSO: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: Dots once again connect to &lt;a href= the+dots&gt;;&lt;/a&gt;Pilgrim Hill director Gerard Barrett is too marginal to garner
mainstream interest toward the characters, while coming to his story with an elegant yet demanding audience that overestestes the ability (or tilt) of the dots to connect. Come join us as we connect the dots between the soul and the styles it has inspired, molded and impressed. Sometimes you can
connect to dots (for example, late payment notices), but often you need to understand which other channels they have Have travelled by them Selected chats — or, as a last resort, to phone picked up phones. This means that commercial technologies that deliver accurate, deep analysis must be
distributed and scalable in order to pull data from all locations and connect the dots between them. Let's connect the dots: Pro-abortionist chants combine with what I want my body to do, which hurts it to combine with the new right to die slogan, and we appear to create a new and unique human rights
theory in Canada: what I want with my body the right to do, even to die. , no matter who it hurts like Canada could soon become a suicide bomber haven — with the right to blow himself up, no matter who or how many we hurt — with full protection and the support of the Canadian courts. To find out who it
is, connect the dots from 1 to 38. A click on climatedots is a giant orange dot which takes any aspiring visitor to the States; Connect the dots. Protest, educate, document, and volunteer with thousands of people around the world to support communities on the front lines of the climate crisis. It distracts [the
Assembly] from other important issues. Unfortunately, Veneroso just couldn't connect the dots. Roy's position is right now the most important issue for Maryknoll. The book examines how data can be displayed in ways that help — or hinder — viewer's ability to connect the dots. A striking example
involves the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger, which was ruined by an O ring failure. Failure.
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